
BSTS - Information Regarding Skis 
 
TRACK SKI DAY 
 
 1.  Track skis are light, skinny, straight with no metal edges.  For length, one should, while 
standing, reach one arm straight up and measure the length at the break in the wrist. This will 
give you a general idea. 
 
NNN binding with boot to match - notice how the grooves in the binding match the grooves in 
the boots.*  Boots are light weight, and should be comfortable, so you can wiggle your toes with 
extra socks on.  Just like you would with a hiking boot, walk around in them to make sure they 
are comfortable. 
 
In the center bottom of waxless skis are ridges that look like fish scales. These are used to grip 
the snow so you can ski forward. On waxable skis one uses a wax in the bottom center of the 
skis; this is called a climbing wax. It serves the same purpose as the scales.  
 
The pole lengths should be about up to the arm pit.  The baskets are designed for track skiing at 
Nordic centers. The wrist strap should be adjustable.   
 
DOWNHILL DAY AND BACKCOUNTRY SKI DAYS 
   
 2. Backcountry touring skis are wider, heavier with metal edges. The ones we are using will 
have fish scales similar to the track skis. They have about a 10 cm side cut (wider at the tip and 
tails). Ski length would be about an inch or two shorter than for track skis. 
   
The bindings are NNNBC (backcountry) with matching boots. These will be heavier than track 
boots and bindings (NNN). 
  
The poles are usually about 1 or 2 inches shorter than those used for track skiing, and have 
bigger, rounded baskets for deeper snow.  Sometimes adjustable poles are used to shorten or 
lengthen the poles for different backcountry conditions.  The wrist strap should be adjustable. 
 
Backcountry boots are available in leather, plastic, or fabric. They must be compatible with your 
binding (NNNBC), and must be warm and comfortable so you can wiggle your toes with extra 
socks on. It is not necessary to fit as “snuggly” as downhill ski boots.  Just like you would with a 
hiking boot, walk around in them to make sure they are comfortable. 
 
At the downhill resort (downhill day) we will have leashes which are straps that connect the ski 
to the boots in case the ski comes off the boot. 
  
 
3.   any questions?  
  
*Solomon has their “SNS” system which has one large groove instead of two for NNN. Get the 
NNN boot/binding combination OR the SNS boot/binding combination.  


